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                MCH Lifestyle: Mastering your game at Marbella Club Golf

                The Marbella Club Hotel Golf Resort is a world class Marbella golf course in Costa del Sol that exceeds even the highest expectations. With a total length of 6,247m, the golf course is enhanced by carefully contoured fairways, beautiful waterfalls, lakes and strategically placed bunkers, as well as undulating and protected greens, maintained to perfection. […]
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                Spain Culture: Semana Santa's legacy – Faith and tradition in southern Spain

                The roots of Semana Santa (Holy Week) trace back to medieval Spain, originating as a manifestation of the Catholic faith. Over centuries, it has evolved, shaped by historical currents and local customs, into a celebration that captures the imagination and devotion of millions. In the south of Spain, particularly in regions like Andalusia, Semana Santa […]
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                Press: Marbella Club Hills – Design inspired by a setting - An interview with the Architect, Pablo Villaroel

                Architects will tell you that the first inspiration in the creative process of designing a home or complex comes from the plot itself. As Pablo Villarroel, who shaped Marbella Club Hills, says: “In the first instance, it is the setting that gives you the background, the material with which to work, and this information feeds […]
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                Spain Culture: Día de Andalucía– Celebrating Andalusian spirit and passion

                28 February is the day to celebrate a place that represents Spain at its hottest and most passionate - a land where flamenco echoes through the cobblestone streets, where the aroma of savoury tapas fills the air, and where history whispers through the walls of ancient Moorish palaces. Welcome to Dia de Andalucía, a vibrant […]
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                Local Guide: Marbella in Forbes – Discovering 2024's top European destinations

                When it comes to picking a top travel destination in Europe for 2024, Marbella steals the spotlight. This isn’t just about the sun and the sea—though, of course, they play their part. This year, Marbella topped the list of European Best Destinations and marked a significant shift in what travellers seek. Let’s dive into why […]
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                Local Guide: Top romantic dining experiences for the Valentine's in Marbella

                Valentine's Day in Marbella is about discovering those special spots where every bite, every view, and every moment feels like it's straight out of a well-kept secret. This year, we'd like to take you to places that are all about genuine food marvels, jaw-dropping sceneries, and that add the undeniable touch of Marbella luxury. It's […]
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                MCH Wellbeing: Discovering benefits and debunking myths about Spanish olive oil

                As we embrace a new year, it's the perfect time to cultivate healthy habits, and what better way to start than with the marvels of Spanish olive oil? This liquid gold is a culinary treasure and a cornerstone of wellness, steeped in history and health benefits. Let's explore the rich history of olive oil around […]
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                Local Guide: Enchanting Christmas in Marbella

                Ah, Christmas! Remember the anticipation of December during your childhood? Those days filled with nativity rehearsals, crafting wishlists, and the delight of advent calendar chocolates, yet somehow Santa's arrival seemed an eternity away. Do you also feel like Christmas sneaks up quicker each year? In Marbella, Christmas invites you to slow down and savour each […]
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                Construction Update: Marbella Club Hills phase II

                We're happy to provide you with an update on the current progress of Phase II at Marbella Club Hills. Our technical architects have shared the following key developments: 1. Foundation Work Commences for Block 3 One of the most critical phases in any construction project is laying the foundation, and we're pleased to announce that […]
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                Spain Culture: Andalusian Crush: A visit that has consequences

                “Careful of the Andalusian Crush”. Andalucía, the land of culture, heritage, and unforgettable experiences, now comes with a warning: "Careful of the Andalusian Crush." This cautionary note is delivered by none other than Peter Dinklage, the actor renowned for his portrayal of Tyrion Lannister in "Game of Thrones." He cautions us about the captivating impact […]
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Benahavis I
Within The Marbella Club Golf Course
(+34) 951 661 173
(+34) 639 581 853
sales@marbellaclubhills.com
www.marbellaclubhills.com

Know everything about Marbella Club Hills.
Get updates on the project.
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